Energy Recovery Filter System
With liquid cooled grease extraction technology

SAVE BIG

on Energy and Maintenance

Less Energy
Less Cleaning
More Profit

U.S. Patent 8,728,189,82

Supporting Green
Building Initiatives.
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Energy Recovery Filter System

Restaurant owners face rising energy and maintenance costs, more strict air quality
guidelines and a growing level of competition which leads to smaller profit margins
on a daily basis. To help combat these issues Accurex is pleased to offer the latest
advancement in kitchen ventilation systems.
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A portion of the incoming cold water
is redirected through the hood filters
utilizing integral heat exchangers
} 2-3.5 GPM
} Pre-engineered control panel
} Water is pumped to hood to
		 avoid water pressure concerns

Best Applications
} High heat appliance line-up
		 • Charbroiler, woks, etc.
} Large hot water demand
} Energy conscious owners
} Hospitals
} Universities
} Buffet style restaurants
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Accurex Energy Reco
A revolutionary way to save
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UL 1046
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Lower Maintenance Costs
} 5 times the grease removal of baffle filters
} Cuts your hood and duct cleanings in half
} Remove filters monthly to clean instead of daily
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Energy Recovery Filters
} Quick disconnects for easy
		filter removal
} Copper heat exchangers built
		 into a stainless steel baffle
		filter
} UL 1046 and NSF Listed
} 88% grease removal
} Cooler filters leads to less
		 baked on grease
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Pre-heated water is sent to the
hot water heater
} Higher incoming water 		
		 temperatures at the hot water
		 heater requires less natural
		 gas–resulting in lower 		
		 monthly utility bills
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Energy Recovery Filter System
} Available in popular sizes of
standard hood filters
} Heats water when it is needed most
} Tool-less filter removal
} New construction or retrofits

overy Filter System –
on energy and maintenance
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Energy Recovery
Filter System
Hood Operating Cost Comparison

Baffle

Grease Extractor
Initial Cost

16%

Filter Cleaning

51%

Grease Grabber

Energy Recovery
Duct Cleaning

Natural Gas Costs

88%

99%

Grease Removal Efficiency
}

Don’t just buy based on initial hood costs. While baffle filters offer the lowest initial up-front cost, the
maintenance cost required to deal with the grease they do not stop can add up over time.

}

Once the grease makes it past the filters it becomes a maintenance expense to prevent build-up in the duct,
on the roof or on the neighbor’s property and a safety concern.

Our Commitment: As a result of our commitment to continuous improvement, Accurex
reserves the right to change specifications without notice. Specific Accurex product warranties
are located on accurex.com within the product area tabs and in the Library under Warranties.
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